FOOTPRINT CONSTRUCTION VEHICLE

Materials Needed:

- Construction Paper – Light in color
- Finger Paints – Variety of Colors
- Sponge Paint Brush
- Art Paint Brushes

How to create your Footprint Construction Vehicle

- Start with one color of finger paint and apply to sponge paint brush.
- Spread finger paint with sponge brush across bottom of child’s foot, lathering enough to make a stamp imprint on a piece of construction paper.
- Simply place painted foot in the center of construction paper, creating a footprint.
- Using paint brushes and finger paint, paint the wheels, windows and material container - creating the perfect construction vehicle. (See photo below for reference)

The link below will provide our inspiration for this project.

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/66780006951927201/?nic_v1=1awkR4vt8lc5Ai0mgGy7x8FKYsu bKOhGEYTmQSWDcPAabmIQHmoSkhvGOlEOhdkLS3